OpCo 2021 Update

Members:
Rotated off: Ryan Finnerty, Chew Chiat Naun
New: Matthew Haugen, Anna Slawek
Interns: Natasha Zaleski, Adrienne Seely

- Working on updates to the DCM Z1 to include guidelines for 385 and 386 fields
- Finalized a charge for a Metadata Application Profiles Working Group (call for members went out 5/3)
- Finalized a charge for a task group to develop a vocabulary for use in 075 fields in non-RDA authority record, will be on the May PoCo agenda
- Received two requests for possible exceptions to the Provider-Neutral Guidelines:
  - Adding 506 fields when there is an Open Access version. Currently in discussion.
  - Adding fields to indicate accessibility content. SCS is waiting for a more formal proposal before discussing further/bringing to PoCo
- First year of the intern pilot program is underway, we have enjoyed having our interns attend meetings and are working on a project to create an archive folder in the SCS drive
- CONSER Task Group on Description Alignment for Print/Online serials is on track to deliver their final report next month
- Charged a Task Group to develop MARC and BIBFRAME guidelines for a BABEL test
- Began discussing a proposal to allow the use of $i in 370 fields in authority records